. This short book is described by the authlor as "anatomy in a nut-shell." A studenit tusing it is suppose(l to derive a more comprehensive view of anatomy of the human body than he would by studying an a(lult cadaver.
There is a so-called text portion followed by an atlas. Actually, the book consists almost entirely of black and wlhite photograplhs of sections of body parts from human fetuses. In the atlas portion the labels of the photograplhs are the names of the structures, whereas in the text portion the text consists merely of labels of photograplhs in the form of explanatory paragraplhs. Mlany of the same photograplhs are tused in both the text and atlas portions. The photographs are quite good but as with all photographs they can't begin to match the clarity of an artist's drawing for teaching purposes. Secondly, it is extremely difficult to teach beginning stucdents anatomy by using only sections of body parts. The text aims at a very elementary level: "The bones alone could not even support the bocly. They must be kept together by ligaments and muiscles as a tall television antenna or the mast of a sailing vessel are kept in position by guy wires."
Nothing is stated at the beginning of the book as to wlhat age the fetuses were from whiclh sections were excisedl for the photograplhs. It isn't until the reader gets to photograplh number 63 that he finds one described as the cranial extremity of a 5-month fetus. Later on a brain is labeled as from a 3-month fetus. Still later on the respiratory system is labeled as being from a 4.5 month fetus. Therefore, in the majority of photographs the reader can never be sure of the age of the fetus from which the body parts were taken.
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